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Abstract—Operation at low frequencies of sensorless drives using 
machine model-based estimation methods is a challenging issue. 
This paper proposes an adaptive flux observer (AFO) method of 
speed estimation for sensorless Induction Motor (IM) drives. The 
observer feedback gains are designed to guarantee accurate 
speed estimation, especially at low frequencies in the regenerating 
mode operation. A complete sensorless IM drive with the 
proposed AFO is executed in the laboratory. Extensive 
experimental results under different operating conditions are 
provided to prove the effectiveness of the proposed AFO, 
particularly under low stator frequencies in both motoring and 
regenerating modes of operation. 

Keywords-sensorless control; induction motors; adaptive flux 
observer; low frequencies; observer feedback gain  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Precise speed information is very important for speed 
control of Induction Motor (IM) drives. Direct speed sensors or 
encoders are used for speed measurements. However, they 
have several disadvantages such as extra cost, extra space, 
extra wiring, careful mounting, and additional electronics. 
Therefore, speed estimation methods of sensorless IM drives 
were developed to replace the direct speed sensors. The 
sensorless drives are characterized by low cost, high reliability, 
decreased size, less maintenance, less wiring, and decreased 
complexity [1]. Many speed estimation methods have been 
presented in the literature. They can be classified into two 
categories. The non-fundamental wave speed estimation 
methods are a good choice at zero and very low stator 
frequencies. They are independent of parameters variation. 
However, they increase the ripples and need special machine 
design. Fundamental-wave-model-based approaches of speed 
estimation give good behavior during medium and high 
frequencies. However, they fail to guarantee the desired 
performance under very low and zero speeds [2]. They are 
highly dependent on the machine parameters, the back emf, 
inverter nonlinearity, and errors of the data acquisition 
converters. Different speed estimation methods with and 
without parameters estimations were presented [3-8]. These 
methods can be classified as different estimation methods such 
as direct speed calculation method, model reference adaptive 

system method (MRAS) [1], Kalman filter [2], adaptive flux 
observers (AFO) [3, 6, 7], intelligent control based methods 
(AI) [5], and sliding mode observer (SMO) [8]. Non-
fundamental wave speed estimation methods are a good choice 
at zero and very low stator frequencies [9]. They are 
independent of parameter variations. High frequency voltage 
injections are one class of these methods. Numerous attempts 
and efforts were extensively proposed in [9-20]. In [9], a 
multiphase induction machine was utilized to obtain larger 
slotting harmonic magnitude compared to normal three phase 
induction machines. The machine slotting signal depends on 
the rotor slot type and bars. However, this method suffers from 
increasing the stator copper losses due to increasing the 
principle rotor slot losses. The transient voltage excitation 
using INFORM technique for sensorless speed estimation 
under very low and zero speed operation was addressed in [10]. 
High frequency injection (HFI) methods were used to energize 
the stator voltage with high frequency signal. The machine 
current components were utilized to estimate the rotor speed 
and angles using different separation algorithms as in [11-16]. 
To improve the performance of sensorless drive method based 
high sinusoidal voltage injection with high frequency, the 
square wave voltage injection schemes were utilized [17-19]. 
In [17-18], the conventional square voltage injection scheme 
needs high carrier signals with high frequency. A novel square 
wave carrier signal injection to overcome the disadvantages of 
the conventional ones was addressed in [19]. Also, zero voltage 
vector injection scheme for online flux estimation was 
presented in [20]. However, these methods have torque ripples 
and need a special design of the machine. 

AFO needs estimation of the machine parameters, 
especially at very low frequencies because the back emf is very 
low and the voltage drop on the stator resistance has a major 
effect. Therefore, the sensorless control system with parameter 
estimation was designed as multiple-input-multiple output [3, 
5, 6], or needs the designing of three estimators as independent 
single-input-single output systems as in [7]. Therefore, this 
estimation complicated the sensorless drive systems. Another 
problem is that the machine model-based methods of sensorless 
drives are incapable of operating stably during a long time 
under rated load at zero stator frequency. This instability is 
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maximized at regenerative mode of operation in the very low 
speed region [21-23].  

This study’s key goals can be summarized as follow:  

1) Proposing AFO for sensorless IM drives.  
2) Designing of observer feedback gains for stable 

operation of AFO at low frequencies based on 
Lyapunov Theory. 

3) Execution of the complete sensorless IM using AFO 
algorithm in the laboratory using DSP-DS1104 control 
board.  

4) Experimental results at low frequencies should verify 
the applicability of the proposed method.  

II. IM AND OBSERVER MODELS 

The dynamic d-q model of the IM is described by stationary 
reference frame using (1).  
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is dq stator voltage, 
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is dq stator flux, 

T
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r dr qr

     


  is dq rotor flux, 

Rs, Rr are the stator and rotor resistances, Lm, Ls, Lr are 
magnetizing inductance, stator inductance, and the rotor 
inductance, respectively, r is the rotor speed, J is the moment 
of inertia, and B is the viscous friction. The schematic diagram 
of IFOC for IM with the AFO is clarified in Figure 1. 

 

 
Fig. 1.  The schematic diagram of IFOC for an IM with the AFO. 

III. DESIGN OF AN ADAPTIVE FLUX OBSERVER  

A. Structure of an Adaptive Flux Observer 
An AFO is described by a stationary reference frame based 

on (1) using (2):  
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where, K1 and K2 are the current and flux observer gains, 
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Using (1) and (2), the current and flux errors are derived as 
follows.  
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It is important to design the observer gains K1 and K2 of the 
current observer to ensure the system stability. 

Proof 1: The Lyapunov function can be selected as (4): 
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The first derivative is expressed as (5). 
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The sufficient conditions, to guarantee the stability of the 
current observer using Lyapunov theory, are that a negative 

definite V is obtained. It is found that id ide ae  and iq iqe ae  are 

negative. Consequently, the remaining terms of (5) should be 
negative to ensure the stability. 
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Then, one can obtain, 
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To satisfy the inequality of (7), K1 and K2 are designed as 
(8). 
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The inequalities of (8) can be realized by selecting the

 
values of K1 and K2 by (9).  
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where, k1 and k2 are negative numbers. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The layout of the experimental system based on a DSP-
DS1104 is demonstrated in Figure 2. It assembles from 
hardware and software components. The hardware components 
include a 1.1 kW IM interfaced with DC generator for load 
torque applications, PWM inverter with six IGBT's, gate drive 
and interface circuits, 3-phase full wave rectifier circuit, DSP-
DS1104 control board, incremental encoder, voltage and 

current sensors, and personal computer. An encoder to measure 
the speed is utilized for comparison purpose with estimated 
speed. The parameters of the IM are shown in Table I. The 
software components incorporate the Matlab/Simulink for 
model implementation and the dSPACE software. The 
effectiveness of the AFO for speed estimation is proved and 
tested. The practical tests are demonstrated under different 
operating conditions to certify the sensorless IM drive using the 
AFO. 
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Fig. 2.  The layout of the experimental system based on a DSP-DS1104. 

TABLE I.  PARAMETERS OF IM 

Rated power 1.1 kW Stator resistance 7.4826 ohm 
Supply voltage 380 volts Rotor resistance 3.6840 ohm 

Rated current 
2.545 
Amp 

Rotor leakage 
inductance 

0.0221 H 

No. of poles 4 
Stator leakage 

inductance 
0.0221 H 

Supply frequency 50 Hz 
Mutual 

inductance 
0.4114 H 

  Inertia 0.02 kg.m2 

A. Fast Speed Reversal 
Figure 3 displays the practical tests of the reference and 

measured speeds. The figure shows the reference and measured 
speeds, the quadrature current, iqs, and the dq rotor fluxes. The 
sensorless IM drive operates at reference speed of 6.28 rad/sec. 
The step torque of +7N.m is varied at t=1.5sec. Then, the 
reference speed is changed to 6.28rad/sec at t=3.75sec. The 
torque is removed at t=7.5 sec. The IM operates in the 
motoring mode (forward) during t=0 to 1.5sec at no-load and 
with loading of +7N.m at t=1.5sec to t=3.75sec. The IM 
operates in the regenerating mode during t=3.75 to 7.5sec with 
negative speed and positive load. The IM operates in the 
motoring mode (reverse) during t=7.5 to 12sec with no-load. It 
is seen that the measured speed and the estimated one are in a 
good convergence. 

B. Slow Speed Reversal 
Figure 4 displays the practical tests of the reference and 

measured speeds, the quadrature current, iqs, and the dq rotor 
fluxes under slow speed reversal. The speed reference of 
10rad/sec is changed slowly to 10rad/sec with load torque 
change of +7N.m applied at t=1sec. As noted, the estimated 
speed is stable during the slow speed reversal, especially during 
the zero crossing point. 
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Fig. 3.  The practical tests of the reference and measured speeds, the 
quadrature current, iqs, and the dq rotor fluxes under fast speed reversal from 
6.28rad/sec to 6.28rad/sec. Positive torque of +7N.m applied at t=1.5sec and 
removed at 7.5sec. 

 

 
Fig. 4.  The practical tests of the reference and measured speeds, the 
quadrature current, iqs, and the dq rotor fluxes under slow speed reversal from 
10rad/sec to 10rad/sec. Positive torque of +7N.m applied at t=1sec. 

C. Low Speed During Regenerating Mode  
The practical tests of reference and measured speeds, 

quadrature current, iqs, and dq rotor fluxes in regenerating mode 
at low speed with the proposed gains are illustrated in Figure 5. 

The speed reference is adjusted at 14rad/sec, then, a torque of 
7N.m is applied at t=3.9sec. As noted, a stable sensorless 
drive is maintained. 

D. Low Speed During Motoring Mode  
The practical tests of the reference and measured speeds, 

the quadrature current, iqs, and the dq rotor fluxes during low 
speed in the motoring mode are presented with the proposed 
gains. Figure 6 shows the speed reference of 14rad/sec with 
torque change of +7N.m applied at t=2.4 sec. Practical tests 
reveal that the designed AFO with the proposed feedback gains 
guarantees a stable operation in the low speed in both motoring 
and regenerating modes of operation. Also, the estimated speed 
has a significant convergence with the measured speed during 
fast and slow speed reversal.  

 

 
Fig. 5.  The practical tests of the reference and measured speeds, the 
quadrature current, iqs, and the dq rotor fluxes under low speed regenerating 
mode of operation at 14 rad/sec. Negative torque of 7 N.m applied at t=3.9 
sec. 

V. CONCLUSION 

The sensorless IM drives using AFO-based speed 
estimation method was successfully implemented in real-time 
for low frequency operation. The observer gains were 
calculated using Lyapunov stability theory. The sensorless IM 
drive were carried out using DSP-DS1104 platform, and it was 
examined under different operating conditions, especially at 
low frequencies in the motoring and regenerating modes of 
operation. It has been found that the estimated speed has a good 
convergence with the measured speed. Moreover, the estimated 
speed tracks smoothly the measured speed during fast and slow 
speed change. This confirms that the designed feedback gains 
guarantees the efficacy of the designed AFO, particularly at 
low frequencies. 
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Fig. 6.  The practical tests of the reference and measured speeds, the 
quadrature current, iqs, and the dq rotor fluxes under low speed motoring mode 
of operation at 14rad/sec. Positive rated load torque of +7N.m applied at 
t=2.4sec. 
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